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Internal waves have been implicated in the cross-shore transport of scalars such as larvae, nutrients,
and pollutants at locations around the world. The present study combines physical measurements with
a comprehensive set of surf zone water quality measurements to evaluate the possible impact of crossshore internal wave transport on surf zone water quality during two study periods. An array of
oceanographic moorings was deployed in the summer of 2005 and 2006 at 10–20 m depth offshore of
the beach to observe internal waves. Concurrently, surf zone water quality was assessed twice daily at
night at an adjacent station (Huntington State Beach) by measuring concentration of phosphate,
dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN), silicate, chlorophyll a, fecal indicator bacteria (FIB), and the humanspeciﬁc fecal DNA marker in Bacteroidales. The baroclinic component accounted for about 30% of the
total variance in water column velocity, indicating the importance of density-driven ﬂow during the
summer when the water column was stratiﬁed. Arrival of cold subthermocline water in the very
nearshore (within 1 km of the surf zone) was characterized by strong baroclinic onshore ﬂow near the
bottom of the water column. The near bottom, baroclinic, cross-shore current was signiﬁcantly lagcorrelated with the near bottom temperature data along a cross-shore transect towards shore,
demonstrating shoreward transport of cold subthermocline water. Wavelet analysis of temperature
data showed that non-stationary temperature ﬂuctuations were correlated with buoyancy frequency
and the near bottom cross-shore baroclinic current. During periods of large temperature ﬂuctuations,
the majority of the variance was within the semi-diurnal band; however, the diurnal and high
frequency bands also contained a substantial fraction of total variance. The bottom cross-shore
baroclinic current was proposed as a proxy for shoreward transport potential by internal waves and
was positively correlated with phosphate concentration in both years, silicate in 2005, and fecal
indicator bacteria measurements in 2006. The results suggest internal waves are an important
transport mechanism of nutrient-rich subthermocline water to the very nearshore in the Southern
California Bight, and may facilitate the transport of FIB into the surf zone or enhance persistence of
land-derived FIB.
& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Pollution of the surf zone by fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) can
cause beach advisories and closures (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, 1986), and the presence of dense, sometimes harmful, algal
blooms can drive away beach visitors and decrease ocean aesthetics. The effects of land-based processes on coastal water quality,
such as terrestrial runoff (Ahn et al., 2005; Reifel et al., 2009) and
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groundwater discharge (Valiela et al., 1990; Lee and Kim, 2007; de
Sieyes et al., 2011) have been well documented. The present work
aims to understand how oceanographic processes on the continental shelf affect surf zone water quality. In particular, we investigate
whether the shoreward propagation of subthermocline water by
internal waves affects surf zone water quality at a beach in Southern California.
Internal waves are produced by various mechanisms including
traveling pressure ﬁelds, variable wind stress, and interactions
between the barotropic tide and bottom topography (Garrett
and Munk, 1979) and can propagate in any stably stratiﬁed body
of water (Turner, 1973). The interaction of propagating internal
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waves with the continental slope can lead to wave breaking
(Venayagamoorthy and Fringer, 2007), which can cause substantial net advection of mass and drive shoreward transport
of nutrients and passive scalars (Shanks, 1983; Pineda, 1991;
Leichter et al., 1996). The breaking of internal waves in shallow
waters also induces vigorous vertical mixing of water column
(Munk and Wunsch, 1998) and can bring the cold water and any
subsurface materials to the surface (Pineda, 1994).
Internal waves on San Pedro Shelf, California, USA have
been investigated in several ﬁeld studies. A wastewater outfall
is located 8.2 km off Huntington Beach (Fig. 1), and there is a
general interest in whether transport of this efﬂuent on-shore is
possible. In addition, the subthermocline waters in this region are
enriched in phosphate and nitrogen and can be a potential source
of nutrients to the nearshore waters via internal wave transport.
Internal waves have been shown to transport cold, subthermocline water to approximately 2.2 km from the shoreline (Boehm
et al., 2002b). Shoaling internal waves, and the formation and
shoreward propagation of bottom-trapped cold water (internal
bolus) during stratiﬁed periods have been directly observed by
Noble et al. (2009) and Nam and Send (2011) using an extensive
set of physical measurements over the whole shelf. The transport
by internal waves in this region is variable in strength (Noble
et al., 2009; Lucas et al., 2011b; Nam and Send, 2011). Noble et al.
(2009) showed that the shoreward transport by internal waves
was more effective during periods of strong stratiﬁcation and
subtidal equatorward alongshore ﬂow. Although these studies
have enhanced the understanding of internal waves in crossshore transport, the physical measurements alone could not
verify the connection of the physical mechanism to the crossshore transport of suspended or dissolved materials.
To date, few studies have attempted to directly relate variable
internal wave activity with water quality measurements in the
surf zone over an extended period in this region. One indirect
comparison by Lucas et al. (2011b) estimated the monthly
averaged horizontal nitrate ﬂux driven by the internal tide
based on offshore nutrient measurements, and found the estimated value to be sufﬁcient to sustain the persistently elevated
phytoplankton biomass over the inner shelf. For one episode in
October 2006, Omand et al. (2011) documented the shoreward
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Fig. 1. Locations of oceanographic moorings (A, B, C, D, HP) and the surf zone
sampling station at Huntington State Beach (HSB). The solid black line extending
from the coastline is the outfall of Orange County Sanitation District.
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propagation of a chlorophyll a patch with internal waves and its
surfacing just outside surf zone at Huntington Beach due to
internal wave breaking. Rosenfeld et al. (2006) used low nearshore temperatures as a proxy for the presence of internal waves
and compared it with historical water quality monitoring data at
daily or lower frequency intervals at Huntington Beach. They
found no connection between fecal pollution in the surf zone and
internal tides from their data set in June–October 2001.
The present study combines physical measurements with a
comprehensive set of surf zone water quality measurements to
evaluate the possible impact of cross-shore internal wave transport on surf zone water quality. We contrast observations in the
nearshore and surf zone of Huntington Beach from two different
study periods: the summers 2005 and 2006. Fecal pollution was
worse in the surf zone in 2006 than in 2005 (Santoro and Boehm,
2007), and conditions in 2005 supported large phytoplankton
blooms in the Southern California Bight (SCB), as compared to
2006 (Santoro et al., 2010). We provide evidence consistent with
previous studies that internal waves were present and episodic in
strength at the ﬁeld site. Further, we apply wavelet analysis to
examine temporal changes in internal waves. Finally, we construct a proxy for the cross-shore transport potential by internal
waves based on physical measurements and correlate this to
twice-daily, night-time surf zone measurements of fecal indicator
bacteria, nutrients, and chlorophyll a to investigate whether
internal waves affect surf zone water quality.
2. Data sources
Moored instrument arrays were deployed in June–September
of 2005 and 2006 to measure temperature and velocities offshore
of Huntington Beach. In summer 2005, the array included ﬁve
stations spanning a cross-shore transect between 10 and 20 m
depth and an alongshore transect at 10 m depth (Fig. 1). At all
locations, Seabird Electronics SBE-39 thermistors were installed
near the bottom, and at stations A and B, additional thermistors
were deployed at ﬁve and two depths, respectively (Table 1). In
summer 2006, thermistors were deployed at Huntington Pier (HP)
and station A only. All thermistors are referred to by their
deployed location and depth. For example, A0 refers to the
thermistor near bottom at station A, and B5 refers to the
thermistor at 5 m above bottom (mab) at station B. A bottommounted RD Instruments Workhorse Sentinel 600 kHz Acoustic
Doppler Current Proﬁler (ADCP) was deployed at A during both
summers. The ADCP measured velocities from 2.2 m to 20.2 mab
and recorded a 30-ping ensemble every 30 s at 1 m range resolution. The periods of deployment and conﬁguration of instruments
are detailed in Table 1. The velocity data were rotated such that
positive alongshore velocity v is 551 counterclockwise from true
north as parallel to isobaths and positive cross-shore velocity u is
directed towards the shore.
Surf zone water quality data were collected twice daily in
August 2005 and July 2006 at Huntington State Beach (HSB) in
coastal Orange County, California, USA (331380 N, 1171580 N, Fig. 1).
On each day, waist-depth water samples were collected at high
and low tide at night to avoid interfering effects of sunlight
(Boehm et al., 2002a). The available water quality parameters
included fecal indicator bacteria (FIB), nutrients, chlorophyll a
(chl a), the human-speciﬁc marker in Bacteroidales (HF marker).
FIB included total coliform (TC), E. coli (EC), and enterococci (ENT).
Nutrients included nitrate, nitrite, ammonium, phosphate, and
silicate. Dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) was calculated as the
molar sum of nitrate, nitrite, and ammonium. The detailed
methods of collection and the data sets were described by
Santoro and Boehm (2007) (see Table 1, Fig. 2 therein) and
Santoro et al. (2010) (see Tables 2 and 3, Fig. 4 therein).
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Table 1
Mooring locations, instrumentation, and sampling schemes.
Mooring

Location
Latitude

Water
depth (m)

Deployment
depth (mab)

Dt

Period

20

1 m bins

30 s

6 Jun–12 Sep 2005 and 15 Jun–29 Sep 2006

Longitude

RDI ADCP 600 kHz
33136:8920 N

A

117159:2230 W

Seabird SBE39 temperature sensors
33136:8920 N

A

0

B
C
D
HP

33137:300 N
33136:8970 N
33137:7500 N
33139:2860 N

117159:2230 W

20

0, 5, 7, 10, 15

1 min

6 Jun–7 Sep 2005 and 24 Mar–27 Sep 2006

117158:9500 W
117157:1030 W
117158:6790 W
11810:2320 W

15
10
10
10

0, 5
0
0
0

1 min
1 min
1 min
1 min

6
6
6
7

Table 2
Concentration of nutrients and fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) in subthermocline
water and in the surf zone. The concentration of silicate, phosphate, and nitrate in
subthermocline was estimated at 10 1C waters. The concentrations of ammonium
and FIB were estimated from the daily efﬂuent data of OCSD in June–September
2005 and 2006 and an initial dilution factor of 180. The FIB concentrations in Most
Probable Number (MPN)/100 mL were reported as arithmetic mean 7 standard
deviation (minimum–maximum). The arithmetic mean concentrations in the surf
zone in August 2005 and July 2006 were reported separately. Fecal coliform and
E:coli were reported for concentrations in subthermocline waters and surf zone
waters, respectively.
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Fig. 2. (a) Relationship between water temperature (T) and silicate (Si), phosphate

(PO3
4 ), and nitrate (NO3 ) in the offshore waters of Huntington Beach at depth
30–700 m from the CalCOFI data set. Note that the concentration of phosphate
was multiplied by 10 for plotting. Regression lines were drawn over each of the
nutrient data for T o 13 1C; (b) scatterplot of nitrate:phosphate ratio and water
temperature. The reference line is the Redﬁeld ratio of N:P ¼16:1.

Offshore silicate, phosphate, nitrate, and chlorophyll a data
were obtained from quarterly monitoring cruises of the California
Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations (CalCOFI) program
(http://www.calcoﬁ.org). The data collected in July 2005 and July

2006 from the three most shoreward stations along Line 90 from
Dana Point (station 90.30.0, 90.28.0, and 90.27.7; Fig. 1) were used
to infer subthermocline water quality in the region during summer. The daily concentrations of ammonium and fecal indicator
bacteria (total coliform (TC), fecal coliform (FC), and enterococci
(ENT)) of the efﬂuent of the Orange County Sanitation District
(OCSD) wastewater outfall in 2005 and 2006 were supplied by
OCSD. The data during May–September were used to estimate
their concentrations in the marine waters near the outfall in
summer.
The 6-hourly Ekman upwelling potential for the region (331N,
1191W) was provided by the Paciﬁc Fisheries Environmental
Laboratory (http://www.pfeg.noaa.gov/products/PFEL/modeled/
indices/upwelling). Regional wind data were obtained from the
National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoy #46025 (33.7491N
119.0531W; 100 km from A; Fig. 1) (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/
station_page.php?station=46025). It is the closest location of
offshore wind data available and has been used in previous
studies at Huntington Beach (e.g., Boehm et al., 2004a).

3. Data analyses
3.1. Temperature data
The vertical proﬁle of buoyancy frequency at A was calculated
using the temperature data at A. Because the summer seawater
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density in this region is mainly controlled by temperature (Jones
et al., 2002), a constant salinity of 33.6 was assumed (Orange
County Sanitation District, 2006). Seawater density was calculated from temperature and salinity through an equation of state
(Fofonoff and Millard, 1983). The maximum buoyancy frequency
at A was taken as the representative measure of stratiﬁcation and
used in the following analysis.
Continuous wavelet transforms of temperature data were used
to investigate the non-stationary behavior of internal waves,
resulting in the wavelet transform Wðs,tÞ at scale s and time t
(Torrence and Compo, 1998). The Morlet wavelet was used as the
mother function, with the parameter o0 (as in Torrence and
Compo, 1998) set to be 6 (Farge, 1992). With these parameters,
the wavelet scale s and the Fourier frequency are nearly identical
and can be used interchangeably. To obtain a single numerical
measure of wavelet power at time t, the wavelet power was
averaged between scales s1 to s2
/WSðtÞ ¼

2
s2
9Wðs,tÞ9
djdt X

Cd

s ¼ s1

s

ð1Þ

In this study the scale resolution dj ¼ 23 , the sampling time
interval dt ¼ 60 s, and the reconstruction constant C d ¼ 0:776.
Unless speciﬁed, all scale-averaged wavelet powers were averaged between the buoyancy frequency (approximately 0.03 Hz)
and the inertial frequency (1.28  10  5 Hz), the permissible
frequency range for unforced, freely propagating internal waves
(Garrett and Munk, 1979). The inertial period at this latitude is
21.7 h, so the power contained in the diurnal frequency is not
included in calculating /WSðtÞ. Computer programs developed
by Torrence and Compo (1998) were used for the analysis.
3.2. Velocity data
The 30-s velocity measurements were averaged into 15-min
bins for analysis. Due to missing data near the water surface, only
the data 2–16 m above bottom of the 20 m water column were
used. Complex Empirical Orthogonal Function (CEOF) Analysis
was used to decompose horizontal velocity (u þ iv) into their
principal components. Being a complex vector, the mode shape, or
eigenvector, of each principal component was oriented such that
its bottom-most component pointed shoreward, and its crossshore component of the mode shape was found by taking its
real part. The barotropic, density-independent contribution was
deﬁned as the ﬁrst principal component and the baroclinic,
density dependent contribution as summation of the second
through ﬁfth components (Stacey et al., 2001; Edwards and
Seim, 2008).
To ﬁnd the horizontal current ellipses of each principal
component, the mean velocity in each principal component was
subtracted, and the deviations from the mean were rotated to
their principal axes by ﬁnding the eigenvectors of their covariance
matrix. The major and minor axes of a current ellipse represent
one standard deviation in the principal directions.
3.3. Correlation
All reported correlations refer to Spearman’s rank correlation

r. Non-parametric correlations were used because a number of
the variables (water temperature, current, buoyancy frequency,
Ekman upwelling index, and wavelet power) were not normal
based on Lilliefors test of normality at the 5% signiﬁcance level.
Unless speciﬁed, signiﬁcant correlations have p o 0:05. In calculating statistical signiﬁcance of correlations, the artiﬁcial ampliﬁcation of correlation due to autocorrelation was accounted for
by using the effective degrees of freedom (Chelton, 1984).
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4. Results
4.1. Subthermocline water quality
Concentrations of silicate, phosphate, and nitrate from the
CalCOFI data increased approximately linearly with decreasing
water temperature (T) when T is below about 13 1C (Fig. 2; also,
Hayward and Venrick, 1998). In this temperature range, a regression line was drawn between each water quality parameter and
water temperature (R2 4 0:9). Near the shelf break (i.e., station
90.28, depth ¼60 m), the typical water temperature below the
thermocline was about 10 1C. Using the regression equations, the
nutrient concentrations in 10 1C water were estimated to be:
silicate¼28:7 mM, nitrate¼21:7 mM, and phosphate¼ 1:9 mM. For
comparison, Table 2 shows their arithmetic mean (AM) concentration in the surf zone of HSB in August 2005 and July 2006.
Nitrate concentration in subthermocline water was 100 times
higher than its surf zone concentration, and the concentrations of
silicate and phosphate were an order of magnitude higher than
surf zone concentrations.
During the time of this study, the outfall discharged an average
of 8.97  108 L day  1 disinfected primary-treated sewage (Orange
County Sanitation District, 2006), which still contained fecal
indicator organisms despite disinfection. The concentrations of
ammonium and fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) in the marine waters
near the outfall were estimated by dividing their concentrations
in the efﬂuent of the outfall by the outfall’s initial dilution factor
of 1:180 (Noble et al., 2003, Chapter 1). We assumed that the
EC:FC ratio was unity (Gannon and Busse, 1989) and used FC was
an estimate of EC near the outfall. Although the arithmetic mean
concentrations of TC, EC, ENT near the outfall were an order of
magnitude smaller than their corresponding surf zone mean
concentrations (Table 2), FIB concentrations varied by 2–3 orders
of magnitude such that FIB concentrations near the outfall were at
times greater than the surf zone concentration for TC and EC. FIB
data from the surf zone can be found in Santoro and Boehm
(2007) (Table 1, Fig. 2 therein).
4.2. Temperature structure
At station A, the vertical thermal structure was continuously
stratiﬁed (Fig. 3), with 2005 more strongly stratiﬁed on average
than 2006. The average stratiﬁcation near the bottom of B was
similar to the near-bottom stratiﬁcation at A. The maximum buoyancy frequency (N) ranged from 1.6  10  2 to 4.9  10  2 s  1
(Figs. 4a, 5a). The 3-day low-passed near bottom temperature at A
and HP (T) showed several long-period cooling events in 10–20 m
deep water that lasted for multiple days to weeks (Figs. 4a, 5a).
These occurred, for example, during 10–24 June, 28 July–1 August
2005, and 25 June–2 July, 20–24 July 2006. Periods of warming
could be observed, for example, during 6–13 July 2005, and 18–25
June, 25–31 July 2006. While there may be a number of reasons for
the low-frequency variation of water temperature, such as large
scale subtidal circulation (Hamilton et al., 2006) and remotely forced
nearshore upwelling (Pringle and Riser, 2003; Boehm et al., 2004a),
this study does not attempt to examine the observed low-frequency
temperature variation and concentrates on the temperature variation and transport at frequencies higher than tidal periods.
An expanded view of temperature at A in August 2005 shows
that on shorter time scales, the temperature at A was characterized by ﬂuctuations at semi-diurnal and higher frequencies
(Fig. 4e). The oscillations near bottom were smaller than those
at the middle of the water column. Spectral analysis of the
temperature data in summer 2005 and 2006 reveals well-deﬁned
spectral peaks at diurnal and semi-diurnal frequencies (Fig. 6). At
A, the semi-diurnal spectral peak of near bottom temperature
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Table 3
Spearman’s rank correlation between hourly wavelet powers in the three
frequency bands in summer 2005. HF: high frequency; D2: semi-diurnal frequency; D1: diurnal frequency.
Station

Pairs of frequency bands
HF and D2

D1 and D2

HF and D1

A0
A5
A7
A10
A15

0.69
0.50
0.41
0.25
0.66

0.41
0.17a
0.13a
0.29
0.37

0.44
0.25
0.23
0.32
0.41

B0
B5

0.67
0.53

0.32
0.27

0.41
0.30

Depth (mab)

10

5

D0

0.67

0.41

0.45

A, 2005

HP

0.45

0.40

0.10a

A, 2006

a

B, 2005
0
12

14
16
Temperature (°C)

18

Fig. 3. Vertical structure of mean water temperature at A in summer 2005 and
2006, and the near bottom mean water temperature at B in summer 2005.

(A0) was smaller than locations higher in the water column
(A5, A7, A10, A15). Similar variations in spectral power with
depth were observed at B. Diurnal spectral peaks were observed
at A15, B, and D, and were prominent at HP. Smaller but noticeable peaks were also found at tidal harmonics of higher frequency
(e.g., A7). The spectra at A and HP in the two summers were
qualitatively the same.
4.3. Wavelet spectrum of temperature data
The wavelet power spectrum of temperature at A7 in 2005
illustrates typical results of the temporal and frequency content
of the temperature data (Fig. 7a). The higher spectral peaks at A7
(Fig. 6) compared to the other depths at A is consistent with the
presence of mode-1 internal waves which are more prominent in
the middle of the water column than at other depths (Saggio and
Imberger, 1998). In summer 2005, periods of high wavelet power,
presumably high internal wave activity, lasted for 3–7 days and
occurred during mid-June, mid-late July, and late August. The
highest wavelet power was concentrated near the diurnal and
semi-diurnal tidal frequencies. An expanded view of the wavelet
spectrum in August during the period of surf zone sampling
illustrates daily changes in the frequency content (Fig. 7b, c). On
some days when there was high power in the semi-diurnal or
diurnal frequencies, the power was high at even higher frequencies, suggesting the co-occurrence of high activity in the low and
high frequency ranges or a transfer of energy from low to high
frequencies (indicated by arrows in Fig. 7c). The wavelet power in
summer 2006 also displayed signiﬁcant temporal variation
(Fig. 8). In comparison, there was generally higher internal wave
activity during the surf zone sampling in July 2006 than during
August 2005 (Figs. 7b, 8b).
Temporal variation in three frequency bands during summer
2005 was investigated by scale-averaging the wavelet spectrum:
high frequency (f 44:630  105 Hz), semi-diurnal (1.984  10  5
Hz o f o 2:778  105 Hz), and diurnal (1.263  10  5 Hz o f o
1:068  105 Hz). We calculated the percentage of the total
variance in each band during ‘‘high wavelet power’’ events, which
were deﬁned to have the highest 10% wavelet power in the entire
period. In the lower half of the water column (A0, A5, A7, B0, B5,

Refers to correlations not signiﬁcant at p o 0:05.

D0, HP), the semi-diurnal band contained a signiﬁcant portion of
the total power (33–50%), whereas the diurnal band contained 4–
22%. In the upper half of the water column (A10 and A15), the
diurnal band contained more power (30–34%) than the semidiurnal band (18–19%). The high frequency band of all stations
contained 7–14% of the total power. Analysis of summer 2006
data at A and HP produced consistent results.
The relationship among the hourly wavelet power in the three
bands in summer 2005 was investigated (Table 3). The highest
signiﬁcant correlations were often found between the power in the
high frequency and semi-diurnal bands (r ¼ 0:25–0.69, p o0:05 at
all stations). The power in the diurnal and semi-diurnal bands was
signiﬁcantly correlated at all stations (r ¼ 0:27–0.41, p o 0:05)
except at A5 and A7 (r ¼ 0:13–0.17). The high frequency and diurnal
bands were signiﬁcantly correlated at all stations (r ¼ 0:23–0.45,
p o0:05) except at HP (r ¼ 0:10).
4.4. Correlations between temperature ﬂuctuations and
environmental variables
In 2005, stratiﬁcation, in terms of buoyancy frequency, covaried with near surface temperature and not near bottom
temperature. Buoyancy frequency was highly correlated with
temperature at A15 (r ¼ 0:72, p o0:05, both binned daily) but
not with temperature at A0 (r ¼ 0:05). The association between
buoyancy frequency and wavelet power of temperatures in the
three frequency bands was also examined. Buoyancy frequency
was signiﬁcantly and positively correlated with the wavelet
power in high frequency and semi-diurnal bands at the near
bottom stations, e.g., A0, A5, B0, B5, D0, HP (r ¼ 0:44–0.61,
p o0:05) but was not correlated to the power in these bands at
A10 an A15. Buoyancy frequency was uncorrelated with the
wavelet power in the diurnal band at all stations. The near
bottom temperature at A was signiﬁcantly lag-correlated with
the depth averaged alongshore velocity at A (r ¼ 0:36, lag¼4 d)
(Fig. 4b) and inversely correlated with the Ekman upwelling index
with zero lag (Fig. 4c) (r ¼ 0:37). Correlation of the band-passed
temperature at the three bands with the onshore component of
the wind speed reveals that, at all stations, the onshore wind
speed was signiﬁcantly and positively correlated with the diurnal
band temperature (r ¼ 0:30–0.43, p o0:05), but not the high
frequency and semi-diurnal band (r ¼ 0:04 to 0:04).
By contrast, 2006 was characterized by a high correlation
between buoyancy frequency and both near bottom (A0, r ¼ 0:39,
p o0:05) and near surface temperature (A15, r ¼ 0:81, p o0:05);
insigniﬁcant correlations between near bottom temperature and
alongshore velocity at any lag; and insigniﬁcant correlation
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Fig. 4. 2005 data: (a) water temperature T at A0, D0 and HP and maximum buoyancy frequency N at A; (b) depth-averaged alongshore velocity v at A (positive alongshore
velocity represents north-westward, upcoast ﬂow); (c) regional Ekman upwelling index; (d) daily averaged wind speed at NDBC buoy #46025; sticks point toward wind
direction; (e) zoom-in of water temperature at A0, A7, and A15 in August 2005; (f) water depth and N at A. All time series in (a)–(d) cover the same period in summer 2005
and were low-passed at 3 days. The time series in (e) and (f) cover the surf zone sampling period in August 2005. The temperature data in (e) were low-passed at 60 min.

between near bottom temperature and Ekman upwelling index
(Fig. 5). Buoyancy frequency was signiﬁcantly correlated with the
wavelet power of temperatures in the three bands at A0, A5, and
A7 (r ¼ 0:29–0.53, p o0:05) and insigniﬁcant at A15 and HP. As in
2005, onshore wind speed was correlated with the temperature
band-passed at the diurnal band (r ¼ 0:30–0.39, p o 0:05), but not
the high frequency and semi-diurnal band (r ¼ 0:02 to 0.04).

4.5. Current structure
To better understand the potential for cross-shelf transport,
the cross-shore vertical structure and orientation of the horizontal velocity at A were examined using CEOF. The cross-shore
vertical structure in the 2 years was qualitatively the same so only
the results in 2005 are illustrated. In the cross-shore direction,
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the ﬁrst principal component (pc1) displays a typical logarithmic
boundary layer proﬁle with a reduction in magnitude near the
bed and represents a barotropic current (Fig. 9a). The next two
components show the typical vertical structure associated with
internal waves: pc2 shows two-layer sheared ﬂow and resembles
the mode 1 baroclinic current; pc3 is a three-layer ﬂow, where

the middle one-third of the ﬂow is out of phase with the surface
and bottom ﬂow.
In the horizontal direction (Fig. 9b), the major axis of pc1
averaged over summer 2005 was oriented alongshore at all
depths, with a higher variability at the upper than lower water
column. In comparison, pc2 and pc3 were aligned closer to the
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cross-shore direction, as suggested by the longer cross-shore
extent of ellipses, and shared a similar depth-dependent orientation. Near bottom, pc2 and pc3 played a more important role than
pc1 in the cross-shore direction, as suggested by their longer
cross-shore length of ellipses.
In summer 2005, 68.4% of the total variance in horizontal
velocity is accounted for by pc1 (barotropic tides), but pc2 and
pc3 also explained a signiﬁcant portion of the variance (22.9% and
5.4%, respectively). Similarly, pc1, pc2, and pc3 in summer 2006
explained 73.3%, 19.9%, and 4.1%, respectively. In both years, over
99% of the total variance could be summarized by the ﬁrst ﬁve
principal components. In the following, baroclinic currents refer
to the velocity time series reconstructed from the summation of
the second through ﬁfth principal components.
4.6. Relationship between currents and short period temperature
ﬂuctuations
We examined the cross-shore component of the baroclinic
current to investigate the cross-shore transport potential by
internal waves. A relationship between the semi-diurnal temperature ﬂuctuations and cross-shore baroclinic current was
repeatably observed. This is exempliﬁed by the data on 17 June
2005 when there was a clear connection between the arrival of
cold water and an onshore baroclinic ﬂow at the base of the water
column (Fig. 10a, b). Between 0200 and 0600 h, cold water arrived
at A and the cross-shore baroclinic current was highly sheared
with a strong onshore bottom ﬂow and offshore surface ﬂow,
resembling the current structure of mode-1 internal waves. The
near bottom ﬂow was at times greater than 0.15 m s  1. At 1200 h,
the direction of the baroclinic current reversed. The bottom
current ﬂowed offshore as the denser subthermocline water
moved back along the bottom, while warm water in the upper
water column moved onshore.
Temperature records at A, B, D, and HP illustrate the propagation of the cold water mass cross-shore during the same period of
time (Fig. 10c). HP, located off the cross-shore transect (Fig. 1),
was taken to represent the temperature just outside surf zone.
The temperature drop at A at 0300 h was followed by subsequent
drops at B, D, and then HP about 1, 3, 6 h later, respectively
(Fig. 10b, c). The minimum temperatures at A and B differed by
about 0.5 1C, consistent with the same water mass traveling from

A to B with some vertical mixing. The minimum temperature at
D was 1 1C above the minimum temperature at B, whereas
temperature at HP dropped to a minimum of 16 1C or 4 1C above
the minimum temperature at B. The regular beach monitoring
data at the surf zone of HSB also showed a decrease of temperature to 16.6 1C in the morning of June 18 from 18.2 1C on June 16
(data not shown).
Assuming propagation perpendicular to the coastline, the
phase speed of internal waves on 17 June 2005 was estimated
to be 31 cm s  1 between A and B, 20 cm s  1 between B and D,
and, 15 cm s  1 between D and HP, based on cross-correlation
analyses of temperature. The theoretical phase speed (Cp) of a
linear hydrostatic ﬁrst mode internal wave is (Gill, 1982):
C p ¼ DN=p, where D is the water depth and N is the buoyancy
frequency. Thus, the observed decrease in propagation in shallower waters is consistent with theory. Using the mean and
standard deviation of maximum N at A on 17 June 2005, the
theoretical linear ﬁrst mode Cp was 24 73 cm s  1 between A and
B. Similarly, using N at B, Cp was 875 cm s  1 between B and D.
The higher observed phase speeds than the theoretical linear
wave speeds might suggest that the observed internal waves
became nonlinear at the shallow depth (Helfrich and Melville,
2006). In addition, at B (15 m depth), N calculated from the
temperature at B0 and B5 (the only available data), may underestimate the true maximum N at the water column, resulting in a
lower estimate of Cp.
Although we did not have data offshore of A, a ﬁrst order
estimate of the travel time t from the shelf break (Dsb  60 m)
where the outfall discharge is located to A (DA ¼ 20 m) can be
made by assuming constant slope S ¼(60 m–20 m)/5400 m ¼7.4
 10  3 and constant N in between
t¼

Z

A

sb

dx
¼
C p ðxÞ

Z

A

sb

p dD
p
D
¼
ln sb
ND S
SN
DA

ð2Þ

Here, it has been assumed that the phase speed is the same as
the propagation speed of water mass. When an internal bolus is
formed, as observed by Nam and Send (2011), the propagation
speed of the bolus was computed to be around 0.7–1.2 of the
phase speed (Venayagamoorthy and Fringer, 2007). Using estimates of N¼ 0.01–0.04 s  1 from summer 2005, Eq. (2) gives a
travel time ranging from 3 to 13 h.
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Fig. 7. (a) Logarithm of wavelet power of temperature 9Wðs,tÞ9 at station A7 in summer 2005; (b) zoom in of wavelet power in August 2005 during surf zone water quality
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4.7. Proxy for shoreward internal wave propagation
The cross-shore near bottom baroclinic current (ubc) at A
(averaged over 2–7 mab) appears to be a good proxy for the
cross-shore transport potential by internal waves at the ﬁeld site
(Figs. 7d, 8d). A spectral analysis of ubc indicates that it has
dominant spectral peaks at the semi-diurnal frequency and lower
peaks at diurnal and other higher tidal harmonics with minimal
energy at lower frequencies (Fig. 11). Since internal waves do not
necessarily propagate cross-shore, the proxy captures the crossshore transport potential by considering only the cross-shore
component of the baroclinic current. It does not assume motions
in particular frequencies and is based on the summation of the
second to ﬁfth principal components of currents, which include a
majority of the variance of the baroclinic motions.

In 2005, this proxy showed a negative, signiﬁcant correlation
with the 40-h high-passed temperature at B, D, and HP at different
time lags. The highest correlations between the proxy and temperature at B, D, and HP occurred at lags of 3 h, 5 h, and 7 h, respectively.
The correlation strength decreased with increased separation distance from A: r ¼ 0:565 at B, r ¼ 0:463 at D, r ¼ 0:363 at HP.
In 2006, the proxy was also negatively lag correlated with temperature at HP (r ¼ 0:353; lag¼7 h), implying a link between onshore
ﬂow near bottom and cooling.
The association between ubc and the wavelet power of temperature was investigated by correlating their daily maximum
values instead of their original time series. The later comparison
is not logical because, while ubc can ﬂuctuate over positive and
negative extreme values, the use of Morlet wavelet combines
both positive and negative peaks into a single broad peak,
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resulting in a low temporal resolution of wavelet power (Torrence
and Compo, 1998). The comparison shows that the near bottom
cross-shore baroclinic current at A as positively, signiﬁcantly
correlated with the wavelet power of temperature at A5, A7, D0,
HP (Table 4). The signiﬁcant correlation between the proxy and
wavelet power at various stations supports the connection
between strong bottom cross-shore baroclinic currents and high
intensity internal wave activity.
For comparison with surf zone water quality, ubc was temporally
averaged over 4 h and lagged by 6 h before each water sampling
time. By averaging over 4 h, the proxy has its largest value during
periods of persistent, strong onshore ﬂow. The 4 h average was best
correlated to the temperature at HP (during summers of 2005 and
2006) at a lag of 6 h. Thus the 6 h lag corresponds to the average
time of internal wave propagation from A to the coast. For example,
the temperature measured at HP at 1700 h was best correlated with
ubc averaged between 0700 and 1100 h on the same day. Averaging

periods other than 4 h were also tested and found not to provide
better correlations with cooling at HP. An alternative proxy consisting of the product of ubc and the wavelet power of temperature was
also considered. The inclusion of the signatures of the temperature
ﬂuctuations in the proxy resulted in generally the same association
between the proxy and all water quality variables as using the
proposed proxy that uses just ubc. For simplicity, the internal wave
proxy was deﬁned based on ubc only.
4.8. Correlation of internal waves and twice daily water quality
Table 5 shows the correlation between the internal wave proxy
(i.e., the bottom cross-shore baroclinic current, 4 h averaging and 6 h
lag) and the twice-daily surf zone water quality parameters at HSB
in August 2005 (n¼56) and July 2006 (n¼54). In August 2005, the
proxy was positively correlated with phosphate (r ¼ 0:42, p o 0:05)
and silicate (r ¼ 0:34, p o0:05), but was not signiﬁcantly correlated
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Table 4
Spearman’s rank correlation between daily maximum bottom cross-shore baroclinic current magnitude at A and daily maximum wavelet power at selected
stations in summer 2005 and 2006. N/A ¼ temperature was not measured at B0
and D0 in summer 2006. Correlations with asterisks were signiﬁcant at p o 0:05.
Station

2005

2006

A0
A5
A7
B0
D0
HP

0.13

0:57n
0:65n
0:63n
N/A
N/A
0.04

0:52n
0:52n
0.19
0:41n
0:45n

Table 5
Spearman’s rank correlation between the internal wave proxy and surf zone water
quality in August 2005 and July 2006. Correlations with asterisks are statistically
signiﬁcant at p ¼0.05.
Parameter

August 2005

July 2006

Total coliform
E. coli
Enterococci
Chl a
Phosphate
Silicate
DIN

0.17
0.16
0.20
 0.04
0.42n
0.34n
0.18

0.47n
0.49n
0.33n
 0.03
0.32n
0.03
0.22

to FIB concentrations. In July 2006, the proxy was positively
correlated with phosphate (r ¼ 0:32, p o 0:05) and all three FIB
(p o 0:05). The correlations with total coliform (r ¼ 0:47) and E. coli
(r ¼ 0:49) were higher than the correlation with enterococci
(r ¼ 0:33). The proxy was not correlated with chl a in either year.
The non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test was used to examine
whether the proxy was associated with the occurrence of human
fecal (HF) markers at HSB. The bottom onshore baroclinic current
was not signiﬁcantly higher when HF markers were found in the
surf zone.

5. Discussion
Consistent with previous studies at the ﬁeld site (Boehm et al.,
2002b; Noble et al., 2009; Nam and Send, 2011), we observed
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predominantly semi-diurnal mode-1 progressive internal waves
during the study periods of summer 2005 and 2006 in 10–20 m
waters off Huntington Beach and an association between nearshore cooling and onshore ﬂow of subthermocline water. Cold
subthermocline water was periodically carried towards/away
from the shore along the bottom by the corresponding shoreward/seaward near bottom baroclinic ﬂow. These repeated
motions could cause signiﬁcant cross-shore displacement of the
13 1C isotherm, for example, by as much as 2 km in 6 h from A to
D on 17 June 2005 (Fig. 10c). Using the array of temperature data
and velocity at A in summer 2005, we conducted a heat budget
analysis of bottom temperature similar to the one reported by
Boehm et al. (2002b) (results not shown) and found that the
nearshore cooling was well accounted for by cross-shore heat
advection near the bottom, consistent with the previous results.
The heat exchange at the air–sea interface can inﬂuence the heat
budget of coastal waters (Price et al., 1986) and was not explicitly
considered in this study. However, the heat balance we conducted
indicated that heat transport was strongly dominated by crossshore advection, thus air–sea interface heat exchange was likely
not signiﬁcant. This study did not attempt to delineate the origin
of the observed internal waves. It has been proposed that they are
generated offshore of the shelf (Noble et al., 2009) and driven by
surface tides (Nam and Send, 2011).
Internal waves other than semi-diurnal internal tides were
also evident in the records. The wavelet analysis indicated that
most of the variance was typically in the semi-diurnal band.
However, the diurnal and high frequency bands also contained
substantial fractions of the total variance. Temperature and
current ﬂuctuations at the diurnal frequency have been reported
at the site previously (Boehm et al., 2002b; Nam and Send, 2011).
Although subinertial waves cannot propagate freely in the
region near Huntington Beach, negative vorticity generated by
the horizontal shear of subtidal currents can decrease the
effective inertial frequency and allow propagation of subinertial
waves (Lerczak et al., 2001). Positive correlations between
temperature in the diurnal band with onshore wind suggests that
the diurnal temperature ﬂuctuations in this region could be
caused by diurnal sea breeze (Noble et al., 2003; Pidgeon and
Winant, 2005; Woodson et al., 2007; Cudaback and McPheeShaw, 2009).
High frequency internal waves were observed at this site,
consistent with the reports by Nam and Send (2011). The percentage of total energy in the high frequency band was approximately
7–10% at all stations in the cross-shore array. This could suggest
that there is not signiﬁcant transfer of energy from lower frequency internal waves into high-frequency internal waves
between A and surf zone (Rudnick et al., 2003), although some of
the energy cascade could occur at deeper water on the continental
shelf offshore of A. The positive correlations of wavelet power in
high frequency and semi-diurnal bands at all stations suggest that
internal waves in these two bands could be driven by the same
forcing mechanisms.
This study examined temporal variation in the strength of
internal waves using wavelet analysis, an analysis that has not
been done at the site before. In general, freely propagating
internal waves (1.28  10  5 Hz of o 0:03 Hz) were present when
the water column was strongly stratiﬁed and when subthermocline currents were strong in the cross-shore direction. The
present study examined several variables that may inﬂuence the
forcing of internal waves (wind, tides) or their propagation
(stratiﬁcation). The observed association between temperature
and its wavelet power, and stratiﬁcation and wind is consistent
with Cudaback and McPhee-Shaw (2009), who observed a dependence of internal wave amplitudes on thermal stratiﬁcation and
diurnal sea breeze at another site in California.
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While some studies have reported a lunar cycle of internal
wave activity along the western U.S.A. (Pineda, 1995), this study
found no signiﬁcant correlation between the internal wave proxy,
in terms of its daily maximum value, and tidal range in both
summer 2005 and 2006 (r ¼ 0:08, p¼0.46 in 2005; r ¼ 0:11,
p ¼0.48 in 2006). The limited length of data in this study
(2 summers vs. 18–68 years of data in Pineda, 1995) may prevent
us from observing any lunar pattern that might exist, which, in
particular, could be masked by the non-uniform stratiﬁcation
during the two summers (Figs. 4a, 5a).
Subthermocline water (water cooler than 15 1C) contained
elevated levels of phosphate, silicate, and nitrate relative to the
surf zone. Hayward and Venrick (1998) observed this stable
relationship between temperature and nutrients in a larger set
of offshore water quality data from CalCOFI. Due to the high
variability of FIB in sewage discharge (Table 2), these same waters
may contain FIB from disinfected wastewater at times in elevated
concentrations, and at other times in quite low concentrations.
Together, subthermocline waters represent potentially persistent
sources of nutrients to the nearshore and periodic sources of FIB.
The temporally averaged and lagged bottom cross-shore baroclinic current at A was used as a proxy for the presence of strong
internal waves at the ﬁeld site. The signiﬁcant correlation
between the proxy and shoreline temperature at the appropriate
time lag suggests that the proxy is indicative of the cross-shore
transport of cold subthermocline water. This directional proxy is
preferable over a proxy based on nearshore temperature because
temperature changes can be the result of various physical
mechanisms, whereas the directional proxy measures only the
cross-shore transport of subthermocline water by baroclinic
motions. At HSB, located shoreward of station A, the proxy was
positively correlated with phosphate (2005 and 2006) and silicate
(2005); no other correlations with nutrients were observed.
Although other factors such as alongshore wind stress and
isotherm tilting can control cross-shore transport (Noble et al.,
2009), these results are consistent with the hypothesis that
internal waves could transport nutrient rich waters to the
shoreline.
Offshore nutrient data indicate that the N:P was below the
Redﬁeld ratio of 16:1 (Redﬁeld, 1934) (Fig. 2), consistent with
previous ﬁndings that the coastal waters in this region are
nitrogen-limited (Eppley, 1968). The rapid consumption of dissolved inorganic nitrogen by phytoplankton in the nearshore
waters might explain the lack of correlation of the internal wave
proxy with dissolved inorganic nitrogen, but a positive relationship in both years with phosphorous. Lucas et al. (2011a)
demonstrated that the internal tide was an important delivery
mechanism of nitrate to the inner shelf in Southern California
Bight. They found, however, that the delivery of nitrate by the
internal tide was modulated by the depth of the nutricline, a
parameter not measured in the present study.
The internal wave proxy was positively correlated with total
coliform, E. coli, and enterococci in 2006, however, there was no
signiﬁcant correlation between the internal wave proxy and FIB in
2005. Assuming that the positive correlations in 2006 are indicative of cross-shore transport of FIB, these results provide one
possible explanation for previous reports of a negative relationship between FIB and nearshore water temperature (Boehm et al.,
2004a). Shoreline FIB concentrations were lower in 2005 than in
2006 (Santoro and Boehm, 2007); it is possible that low levels
precluded identiﬁcation of relationships between variables. The
wavelet analysis indicated that the internal wave intensity was
lower in August 2005 than in July 2006, and so we speculate that
low FIB levels could potentially be due to the lack of internal
waves. There were no signiﬁcant differences between water
quality of discharged efﬂuent in 2005 and 2006 (data not shown),

so assuming the source of contamination was the efﬂuent, it is
unlikely that the difference in correlations between years was
caused by the change in source concentration.
In general, these results suggest a complex interplay of
physical and biological mechanisms inﬂuencing water quality in
the very nearshore. One potential explanation is that subthermocline waters are enriched with FIB during this period, acting as a
FIB source, and delivery of nutrients or particles on low tide from
land acts to increase the persistence of FIB transported from
offshore. The estimated travel time of subthermocline water from
shelf break to 20 m depth (3–13 h) was an order of magnitude
smaller than the reported range of time for 90% decay (T90) of
various FIB in dark seawater (100–500 h, Table 6), suggesting that,
if present in subthermocline waters, FIB would decay minimally
by the time they reach nearshore waters. There was no signiﬁcant
difference in the internal wave proxy with the presence and
absence of HF markers at HSB. While we had no data on the
occurrence of HF markers in offshore waters, they are presumably
present in the efﬂuent of the OCSD outfall (Bernhard and Field,
2000), and so the transport of FIB from offshore may not entirely
explain the observed correlations.
A second explanation for the observed correlations is that cold,
nutrient-rich subthermocline waters transported to the surf zone
by internal waves may increase persistence of FIB from landbased sources, which have been suggested to be important in this
region (Grant et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2004). Increased bacterial
persistence in dark, cold and nutrient-rich waters have been
documented (Auer and Niehaus, 1993; Johnson et al., 1997;
Noble et al., 2004). Hence, transport of off-shore water to the
nearshore zone via internal waves may facilitate bacterial persistence along the shore line. The difference in correlations in FIB
between years could be a result of the variability of the strength
of land-based sources.
This study has several limitations. First, it relies on correlation
analysis, and correlation does not ensure causation. The study
found correlations between an internal wave proxy and surf zone
water quality parameters. Synoptic studies that document the
internal wave driven transport of subthermocline water, along with
coupled water quality measurements of the water as it advances
across the shelf and into the surf zone can conﬁrm the conclusions
of this study (Leichter et al., 1998; Omand et al., 2011). Second, our
statistical analyses were hypothesis-driven, intending to determine
if the data support a connection between internal waves on the
continental shelf and surf zone water quality. We did not investigate how alternative processes might inﬂuence water quality along
the shore. Indeed, previous work has identiﬁed possible inﬂuence
by groundwater discharge (Boehm et al., 2004b), watershed outlets
to the south of the site (Grant et al., 2001; Santoro and Boehm,
2007), and upwelling (Boehm et al., 2004a). Finally, a major
difﬁculty in conducting a study of coupled physical, chemical, and
microbiological processes is that while physical parameters can
usually be measured at a high frequency with sensors, chemical and
microbiological parameters typically cannot. In the present study,
continuous in situ measurements of FIB, nutrients, and chlorophyll
Table 6
Inactivation rates of fecal indicator bacteria in dark seawater from the literature.
FIB

k (s  1)

T90 (h)

Reference

Total coliform
E. coli
Fecal coliform
Fecal coliform
Enterococci
Enterococci
Enterococci

5.3  10  6
5.9  10  6
8.4  10  6
5.6  10  6
4.4  10  6
2.2  10  6
1.4  10  6

121
108
76
114
145
291
457

Noble et al. (2004)
Noble et al. (2004)
Auer and Niehaus (1993)
Sinton et al. (1994)
Noble et al. (2004)
Sinton et al. (1994)
Sinton et al. (1999)
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a at a frequency higher than twice per day would be desirable.
However, the lack of reliable in situ measurement equipment for
certain parameters (e.g., FIB), the difﬁculty of equipment deployment in the turbulent surf zone, and practical constraints in labor
resources, made more intensive sampling impossible. When technological advances enable reliable chemical and microbiological
sensors, this study may be repeated to further verify the
conclusions.

6. Conclusion
This study proposed a proxy based on the bottom cross-shore
baroclinic current at 20 m depth to measure the time-varying
shoreward transport potential by internal waves. The positive
correlations of the internal wave proxy with FIB concentrations
and nutrients in the surf zone are consistent with previous
ﬁndings that the persistence of FIB is enhanced in cold and dark
water and the hypothesis that internal waves can drive crossshore transport nutrient-rich and potentially FIB-rich cold subthermocline water to the nearshore. The temporal variability in
this correlation illustrates that multiple physical and biological
mechanisms contribute to water quality at this ﬁeld site, which
still have not yet been fully elucidated.
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